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ABSTRACT
Rusin, Sarah Courtney. DMA. The University of Memphis. May 2013.
Transcriptions for Viola Ensemble: A Complete Transcription of Adriano Banchieri’s
Canzoni Alla Francese a quattro voci per sonare. Major Professor: Mr. Lenny Schranze,
MM.
This document is a non-scholarly edition of Adriano Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla
Francese a quattro voci per sonare transcribed for viola ensemble based on the edition of
the Banchieri Canzoni edited from the 1st ed. (Venetia: R. Amadino, 1596); edited by
Leland Bartholomew belonging to the Music Library of the University of Memphis.
An overview of the life of the composer is provided along with the roles and
influences of great viola virtuosi such as Lionel Tertis and William Primrose.
Subsequent chapters discuss an overview of the canzoni and importance of such
transcriptions for pedagogical purposes, and the promise of new transcriptions for
developing viola ensembles.
A complete transcription of the eleven canzoni is attached to the document.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
When reviewing the standard viola literature available to students and their
teachers, it becomes apparent that there is a need for supplementary literature that
enriches developing violists’ skills in ensemble playing. Throughout various stages in a
young violist’s development, it is a helpful practice to incorporate ensemble music in
addition to his/her solo repertoire along with various exercises and etudes. Teachers
often support and encourage their students to participate in various youth symphonies and
allow time for controlled string ensemble practices within their private studios.
Providing opportunities for young violists to participate in small viola ensembles
naturally enriches the student’s technical and musical development, allowing them to
participate actively with their peers and to explore their unique tastes in musical
interpretation.
Many leading music educators such as Peter Norris, recognize that “One of the
most stimulating things about contact with other musicians (whether in the form of
lessons, master classes, of rehearsal, performance or discussion) is the discovery of what
it is about music that absorbs and fascinates them. It is seeing how other minds work
(rather than copying the conclusion they reach) which can lead to a greater openness in
oneself towards music.”1 Likewise, interesting repertoire for promising violists in the
form of music for a viola ensemble is an ideal vessel for students to gain acute
understanding of rhythmic perception, elements of right hand and left hand string
technique, and development of fine aesthetic skills.

1

Peter Norris, “Practice, Music-Making and Education- A Personal View,” International Journal
of Music Education, International Society for Music Education, no. 5 (1985): 17.
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It is on this area of transcribing music for small viola ensemble, primarily viola
quartet, that this project is based. The benefits violists can gain from
participating in viola ensembles will undoubtedly be recognized by themselves, their
colleagues and instructors.
From their very early training, violists are subjected to a pool of repertoire that is
a complicated collection of original works (mostly from the 19th and 20th centuries) and
various transcriptions that have earned their merit for being well-suited for viola
performance. While many of the early technical studies for violinists have simply been
transposed down a 5th for the viola, slight differences in technique do occur.2 Violists
incorporate more half-position fingering, and require greater left-hand expansion. The
bowing technique is similar to violin technique; however, violists use a heavier bow
against their thicker strings, and must strive for strokes that allow the strings to respond
clearly. Some composers, such as Bartolomeo Campagnoli (1751-1827), with his 41
Caprices Op. 22, did contribute original works for viola, but even these compositions
were not heavily performed by violists until the prominent virtuoso William Primrose
provided his edition of these works in 1958 and used them in his own private teaching.3
Contributions of Lionel Tertis and William Primrose
Because of the undeniable influence of virtuoso violists such as Lionel Tertis
(1876-1975) and William Primrose (1903-1982), current violists have a substantial
amount of repertoire that was composed specifically for these violists during their reign
as performers and teachers. It is noteworthy that both musicians were adamant

2

David D. Boyden, and Ann M. Woodward, s.v. “Viola.” In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/29438 (accessed February 8,
2011).
3

William Primrose, preface to Campagnoli, 41 Caprices op. 22. (Milan: Ricordi, 1995).

2

contributors to the viola not only because of their abilities as soloists, but also because of
their pioneering stance in declaring the viola a distinct member of the string family and
not merely a “big-fiddle.”4 Tertis was famous for despising any suggestion that to be a
violist one must only play the violin a fifth down in pitch. While Tertis paved the way
for future violists to be recognized for the uniqueness of the instrument, Primrose
elevated viola playing by marking the differences from violin playing, particularly in
proper fingering and bowing. Tertis and Primrose brought the viola to the fore as an
instrument unique in its own right and not merely as a subordinate instrument.
William Primrose, in particular, was diligent in recognizing the plethora of rich
chamber music and orchestral parts from which violists could glean many rewards. His
extensive touring with the London String Quartet from 1930-1935 marked him as a fullfledged violist, and led to other opportunities both as a soloist and as a teacher. 5 He
premiered and commissioned multiple works that have become standard repertoire for
violists. The viola concerto by Béla Bartók, commissioned by Primrose in 1944 and
premiered in 1949, has become a centerpiece work of the viola repertoire.
From a twenty-first century perspective it is common to accept the notion of
brilliant and virtuosic viola playing. Certainly violists can turn to the influence of Lionel
Tertis and William Primrose as concert soloists and draw inspiration from their artistry.
Undoubtedly, both Tertis and Primrose maintained remarkable technical abilities that
allowed composers the freedom to explore the individuality of the viola itself, but they
also used their innate musicality to draw audiences into the variety of tones and colors

4

Yehudi Menuhin and William Primrose, Violin and Viola (New York: Schirmer Books, 1976),

186.
5

Unless otherwise noted, all information regarding the life of William Primrose is found in
William Primrose, Walk on the North Side (Provo: Brigham Young University Press, 1978), 62.
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they were able to produce. Lionel Tertis discusses this notion further in his essay Beauty
of Tone in String Playing (1938).6
It is often the case that violists are drawn to the instrument because of the rich
tonal possibilities the instrument provides. Lionel Tertis also approached the sonority of
the viola from an engineering perspective, and in 1936 he began crafting his Tertis Model
Viola, which he believed would offer greater comfort and richer tone, particularly on the
C string.7 William Primrose was invited to perform a joint recital in 1950 at Wigmore
Hall, where he played the four movements of Brahms’ F Minor Sonata on four different
violas.8 The recital also included a Tertis transcription for three violas of Beethoven’
Trio for Two Oboes and English Horn, Op. 87, an example of Tertis’s own undertaking
in promoting works for multiple violas, and a piece dedicated to Tertis, the Concertante
and Divertimento for Four Violas by Kenneth Harding.9 This momentous recital featured
not only many of the best British performers but also the acceptance of the proposed
Tertis Model Viola, “an instrument of practical size for playing under the chin, capable of
producing what is one of the glories of the viola, namely, a grand C string sonority,
which cannot be achieved on smaller (so called) violas.”10
Both Primrose and Tertis have inspired me as a violist; I am struck by the
technical ease and elegance of Primrose’s performances and the pioneering efforts of
Tertis’s lifetime dedication to elevating the status of the viola. Like them, I am drawn to
the process of transcribing works for viola, but more specifically, I am interested in the
6

Lionel Tertis, Beauty of Tone in String Playing (London: Oxford University Press, 1938).

7

Maurice W. Riley, The History of the Viola. (Ann Arbor: Braun-Brumfield, 1980), 246-47.

8

Ibid., 247.

9

Ibid.

10

Ibid.
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possibilities that arise with music for a viola ensemble. Works written for solo viola not
only highlight the performer’s abilities both in a creative and virtuosic sense but also
feature the range of the viola both expressively and technically. I imagine a four- part
viola ensemble to enrich the viola repertoire in new ways that can be related to solo
playing, but also explore the possibilities that arise from new music transcribed for four
violas.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this project is to provide valuable additions to the viola literature
by means of new transcriptions for viola ensemble. As a violist, I have studied and
performed the standard concerti, sonatas, and various other works that are part of the
viola repertoire. Substantial transcriptions such as the six cello suites by Johann
Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), and the clarinet sonatas op. 120, no. 1 and 2 by Johannes
Brahms (1833-1897), have been welcome additions to the viola literature and remain
staples both in recitals and recordings. New contributions by violists and composers are
also continuously expanding the works available for performances. Since viola
transcriptions assume a prominent role in the viola literature, new additions are needed to
greater serve the possibilities of the instrument.
When I consider the variety of colors and tonal characteristics that the viola has to
offer, I imagine that these possibilities would only be heightened when writing for a viola
ensemble. Violists need pieces that feature the natural resonance of the instrument, and
works for four violas provide potential opportunities to appreciate the entire range of the
instrument simultaneously.
There are few pieces written for four violas, and it is an unusual choice to be
programmed in a viola recital. These pieces are not as easy to acquire as some of the
5

standard repertory are, the logistics of organizing the ensemble can be burdensome, and
some of the works for viola ensemble have not yet been published. The works that have
been published are often not available to violists in libraries and are only found in the
composers’ or artists’ private collections.
The primary goal of this study is to provide valuable additions to the viola
literature by means of new transcriptions for viola ensemble. The result of this project is
a complete transcription of Adriano Banchieri’s (1568-1634) Canzoni Alla Francese a
quattro voci per sonare for a four part viola ensemble. These transcriptions provide a
practical and aesthetically pleasing resource for students and teachers to introduce the
skills needed for ensemble playing which will improve their solo and orchestral playing
as well. The smaller ranges of these canzoni (usually covering less than three octaves) fit
nicely within the viola range, and the music is not overly virtuosic or embellished. The
vocal aspect of this music is also idiomatic for a well-blended viola ensemble. This will
be a compilation of my interpretations of the original works, and the resulting
transcriptions are intended not as a scholarly edition, but for practical use in rehearsals
and performances. My approach in transcribing these works is discussed in later chapters
along with the final transcription, which is intended as a resource for all violists and
teachers. This project is also a step towards increasing the visibility of music for viola
ensembles. These transcriptions will continue the tradition of adding to the viola’s
repertoire through existing works. However, my purpose is also to promote and highlight
music for viola ensembles and to inspire contemporary composers to employ viola
ensembles as vessels for their own creative contributions.

6

Need for the Study
The Canzoni Alla Francese a quattro voci per sonare by Adriano Banchieri are
pieces well suited to be transcribed for a viola ensemble. These canzoni can function as
models for which a wide number of problems, both musical and technical, can be
addressed. Exposing young violists to ensemble playing will help them develop the
various elements of right hand and left hand technique that are required in order to
accurately match their colleagues. Striving for the goal of a well-blended group sound
will also satisfy the aesthetic problems that should be addressed in the rehearsals. What
students learn from these newly transcribed works for viola ensemble can also be
immediately applied to their solo repertoire, along with lyrical and virtuosic orchestral
excerpts. These transcriptions of the canzoni of Banchieri provide violists with ensemble
music that was previously absent from their repertoire, and allows for simultaneous
musical and technical growth realized from these pieces, which in turn develops other
facets of their musical development.
Due to the nature of this project which requires me to transcribe for a four part
viola ensemble, it is of the highest importance that the transcriptions be pieces that sound
appealing performed by a viola ensemble. Both Tertis and Primrose championed the role
of the viola as a new and creative vessel for virtuosic and exciting playing, but they also
identified the viola as an instrument of great flexibility and coloristic variety. I want to
highlight the capabilities that the viola has to offer both musically and technically in my
transcriptions, and each canzona will present various challenges for the performers and
instructors as is specified later in this paper. The transcriptions should be regarded as
new repertoire for public performances as a possible alternative to familiar standards such
as the Concerto in G major for Two Violas and String Orchestra TWV 52: G3 by George
7

Phillip Telemann (1681-1767), and Brandenburg Concerto No. 6 in B flat major, BWV
1051 by Johann Sebastian Bach. These standard concertos have a reputation for being
over-programmed on recitals; however, they have played an integral role in promoting
music for multiple violas. I have been inspired by these very works to choose music
from the Italian Renaissance composer Banchieri, not only to adapt his music for viola
ensemble, but to provide a transcription rendering homage to this composer who also
considered the possibilities of arranging his works for various ensembles and consorts.
Practical Considerations
In the case of Adriano Banchieri’s canzoni, the Renaissance developed these
various genres that are heard today, and due to the innovations of Ottaviano Petrucci, the
Venetian printer, composers’ works became readily available for mass production.11
During the Renaissance, composers embraced the flexibility of the changing and
developing vocal genres which contributed to the rise of instrumental music as well. The
practice of reworking or borrowing pieces appears to be a common procedure of the
period, and notably, “Chanson reworking continued throughout the 16th century, partly in
response to the demand for published music for amateurs.” 12 Experimenting with
instrumental music continued, and the canzona emerged as an instrumental arrangement
of a polyphonic chanson. Later canzoni were composed using newly invented material in

11

Stanley Boorman. “Petrucci, Ottaviano,” In Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com (accessed November 7, 2010)
12

J. Peter Burkholder. “Borrowing.” In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/52918pg7 (accessed November 7,
2010).
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a similar style, and many ensemble canzoni were transcribed for keyboard or lute before
the newly composed keyboard canzona was established around 1600.13
J. S. Bach is also known for borrowing or arranging works from other composers
and practiced “self- borrowing” particularly in his organ chorales and keyboard works.
He clearly indicates that BWV 1073 and 1074 are Canons a 4 for four unspecified
instruments (or keyboard). These canons are considered short occasional works that were
theoretical in nature and written for students or friends. Bach enjoyed the challenges of
writing canonic counterpoint, and reviewing similar canons of other composers.14 Bach is
also an excellent example of composers’ open mindedness to transcribing music for
appropriate ensembles.
I am convinced that the characteristics of the Banchieri selections discussed in
this document, allow the final transcription to be well suited to be performed by a viola
ensemble. Not only do they contribute more repertoire from these historical periods and
particular composers, but the tonal palette of the ensemble continues to communicate
what the composers were intending in the original works. The use of transcriptions has
always played a significant role in viola repertoire as violists generally play from
transcriptions for music dated before the twentieth century.15 Considering that Zeyringer
places much of the viola repertoire into either the category of borrowed or arranged
works, it is in a violist’s nature to welcome new contributions to the literature. I am

13

Ibid.

14

Denis, Collins “Bach’s Occasional Canon BWV 1073 and “Stacked” Canonic Procedure in the
Eighteenth Century,” Bach-The Journal of the Riemenschneider Bach Institute, 33 (2002): 15-34.
15

Franz Zeyringer, Literature für Viola (Hartberg: Verlag Julius Schönwetter, 1976), 52.

9

intending to provide these transcriptions as scholarly editions, and hope they will be a
resource for instructors and performers.
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CHAPTER 2
ADRIANO BANCHIERI: CANZONI ALLA FRANCESE A quattro voci per sonare
A Biography of Adriano Banchieri
Adriano Banchieri was a prominent and influential composer who was
fundamental in bridging the transition from the Renaissance to the Baroque.1 He was an
active composer, theorist, teacher, organist, and writer. While he was renowned in every
aspect of his versatile career, it is impressive to note his contributions as a seventeenth
century theorist, and his theory on modes is well described in his treatise, Cartella
musicale (1609). Banchieri taught and performed organ for the majority of his life, and
his influence on the musical life of Bologna was considerable.
Banchieri was born in Bologna in 1568 and died there in 1634. His records of
baptism are found in the archives of the Cathedral of San Pietro in Bologna. He was
christened Thomas, and his parents were Antonio and Catherine Banchieri of Lucca. 2 In
1587 Banchieri entered the Olivetan Order of Benedictine monks as a novice, and
received the name Adriano in 1589. He received his solemn vows in 1590 and eventually
became an abbot in 1620, and the title of abate benemerito (“well-deserving abbot”)
evidently recognized years of distinguished service.3
Little is known of his ancestry or early life although his early musical training was
accredited to Lucio Barbieri, organist at San Petronio. Banchieri lived and studied at San
1

Unless otherwise noted, all biographical information is from The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, 2001 edition, s.v. “Banchieri, Adriano,” by William S. May (with Frans Wiering); David
Kelly, “The Instrumental Ensemble Fantasias of Adriano Banchieri” (Ph.D. diss., Florida State University,
1962); or Leland Bartholomew’s introduction to idem, Adriano Banchieri: Canzoni Alla Francese of 1596,
Recent Researches in the Music of the Renaissance 20 (Madison, Wi: A-R Editions, 1975).
2

William S. May, “Adriano Banchieri: Late Sacred Motets the Seconda Prattica in Sacred Music”
(Ph.D. diss., Tulane University, 1975), 4.
3

Bartholomew, Banchieri, 7.
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Michele, establishing that convent as the “home” to which he would return after a few
years, and in which he would spend the majority of his long and productive life.4
During his first years in the Order, Banchieri continued his studies at the
monastery of San Bartolomeo in Lucca, and in 1592 he became a pupil of the
distinguished organist Gioseffo Guami (1535-1611). Guami was the second organist at
St. Mark’s, Venice from 1588-1595.5 Guami, having been a colleague of Giovanni
Gabrieli (1554-1612 ) at San Marco in Venice, became Banchieri’s most significant
teacher and Banchieri cites himself as the “discepolo del Sig. Gioseffo Guami” on the
title page of his Concerti ecclesiastici (1595).6 Banchieri also included one of Guami’s
canzona in his own second book of instrumental ensemble canzoni. “La Guamina” is the
seventh canzona in Canzoni Alla Francese a quattro voci per sonare (1596). Banchieri
dedicated his Cartella musicale (1609) to Guami as well.
It seems most of Banchieri’s first years as a monk he worked at various houses of
his order. He moved to Siena in 1593 where he became a member of the family of San
Benedetto. Banchieri returned the following year to the monastery of San Michele in
Bosco, serving as organist in 1596. He was organist at the monastery of San Maria in
Regola at Imola between 1600 and 1603, and in 1604 Banchieri was in Gubbio at San
Pietro where he most likely met Girolamo Diruta, organist at the Cathedral there.7 He
continued to travel through Italy and in 1606 he was at San Maria in Organo at Verona

4

Kelly, “Banchieri,” 6.

5

Bernard Thomas’ introduction to idem, Adriano Banchieri and Aurelio Bonelli: Twelve
Canzonas for Four Instruments, Venetian Instrumental Music c. 1600 15 (London Pro Musica Edition,
1977).
6

Bartholmew, Banchieri, 7.

7

Clifford A. Cranna, Jr. “Adriano Banchieri’s Cartella Musicale (1614): Translation and
Commentary” (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 1981), 10.

12

before dedicating the new organ at the mother church of the Olivetans, Monte Oliveto
Maggiore Abbey in 1607. In 1609 Banchieri returned to San Michele where he settled
for the remainder of his life. He was named professor in 1613, abbot in 1620.
Due to his prominence as an important figure in the cultural life of San Michele in
Bosco, he founded in 1651 a musical academy at the monastery, the Accademia
de’Floridi, which later became the Academia de’Filomusi, then the Accademia
Filarmonica.8 Banchieri acquired the academic name “Il Dissonante.”
As a composer, Banchieri’s vast output includes sacred and secular vocal music,
instrumental music for keyboard and ensembles, theoretical and instructional books, and
literary works. However, he is most often remembered for his immense output of secular
vocal music.9 This includes madrigal comedies, madrigals, canzonettas, and villanelle.
He also made many contributions of music for the church, and his organ masses and other
liturgical and non-liturgical works for organ are found in various editions of L’organo
suonarino (1605).10 Banchieri was one of the first composers to use a definite bass, and
his Concerti Ecclesiastici, published in 1595, are the earliest known compositions in
which the figured bass appears.11 The theoretical works L’organo suonarino (Venice
1605), and Moderna prattica musicale ( 1613) provide directions for accompaniment
with figured bass. Banchieri was the first to use the signs f and p as indications for
loudness and softness in his Libro III di nuovi pensieri ecclesiastici (1613).12

8

Bartholomew, Banchieri, 7.

9

Ibid.

10

New Grove, 2nd ed., s.v. “Banchieri.”

11

Nesta De Robeck, Music of the Italian Renaissance (New York: Da Capo Press, 1969), 55.

12

Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 7th ed., s.v. “Banchieri, Adriano.”
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His instrumental music is much less florid in comparison to his other musical
contributions such as his madrigals. Nevertheless, they are often considered musically
appealing without being overly embellished technically. The pieces are beautiful in their
simplicity. Banchieri’s instrumental ensembles are original works and do not appear to
be vocal works transcribed for instruments.13 Like the vocal forerunners, the early
instrumental canzoni were typically for four voices. The forms are often in clearly
defined sections along with some form of recapitulation (e.g., ABCDD, ABCA). Like
Giovanni Gabrieli (1554/1557-1612), Banchieri incorporates passages in small note
values, sequences, brilliant runs, and florid passages.14
Overview of the Original Work
The Canzoni Alla Francese a quattro voci per sonare, published by Ricciardo
Amadino in Venice 1596 consists of eleven canzoni and three concerti a otto voci per
sonare & cantare: La Battaglia, Magnificat, and Suscepit Israel.15 These canzoni hold
an important place in the instrumental literature of the period and were published only
one year before Giovanni Gabrieli’s Sacrae symphoniae. This is quite relevant regarding
the traditional form of the canzone, while the inclusion of sections with small note values
could be considered as foreshadowing the modernisms of Gabrieli’s Sacre symphoniae.16
Gabrieli is credited with introducing the use of forte and piano playing in Sacre

13

1. Canzoni Alla Francese a Quattro Voci (Venice: Amadino, 1596).
2. Fantasie overo Canzoni Alla Francese (Venice: Amadino, 1603).
3. Moderna Armonia di Canzoni Alla Francese (Venice: Amadino, 1612).

14

Bartholomew, Banchieri, 8.

15

There is no record of a first book of canzoni other than the indication on the title page of the
canzoni of 1596. (The title page bears the notation “libro secondo.”) For this project I am focusing on the
four voice canzoni and will provide a viola transcription of the eleven canzoni.
16

Bartholomew, Banchieri, 8.
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symphoniae of 1597, but it is significant to note Banchieri’s notation for forte and piano
one year earlier with his own indications of forte and piano in his echo canzona
L’Organisttina bella (No. 11) shown in Example 2.1.
Example 2.1. Banchieri, L’Organisttina bella No.11, mm. 11-13.

Banchieri wrote all of the canzoni in duple meter, and all of them, with the sole
exception of La Feliciana No. 10 which begins homophonically, begin with imitation in
the voices. He also structures the eleven canzoni around the principle of a short
recapitulation at the end of each canzona. Banchieri gave titles to many of the canzoni,
most likely honoring particular families. La Rovattina (No. 1) refers to Cipriano Rovati,
the papal vicar general of Monte Oliveto to whom Banchieri dedicated the entire
collection.17 In La Guamina, (No. 7) Banchieri includes his teacher’s canzona, and the
similar style to Banchieri’s canzoni likely illustrates the older master’s influence on
Banchieri. La Banchierina (No. 8) is his own signature and La Gallupa revista (No. 3)
and L’Organistina bella (No. 11) seem to assume more enigmatic titles. The canzoni
(Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10) are most likely the surnames of those families whom
Banchieri meant to honor.18
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Like his contemporaries, Banchieri employed modality, but was also being
influenced by other factors, and there is a concept of modal and tonal shifting in these
canzoni. The Dorian and Aeolian can be classified as minor in quality, and the ionian,
mixolydian, and lydian as major. Very often Banchieri will chromatically alter pitches,
and when he does so by raising the seventh degree into a true leading tone, the result is a
tonality that is not practical to regard as strictly modal. The major-minor inclinations of
these modes are inherent, and Banchieri’s canzoni are creative examples of the modal
system from the Renaissance transitioning to the major-minor system of the Baroque.
La Rovattina (No. 1) is a relatively straightforward work and bears the customary
vocal titles of the time: Canto, Alto, Tenore, and Basso. The range of the voices is
narrow in comparison with modern instrumental standards. The basso voice, the widest
of the four, never exceeds the interval of a twelfth, the tenore and alto are similar in that
they stay approximately within the range of an octave, and the canto voice is confined to
a ninth. The first section of La Rovattina begins with imitation in the voices and is
written in G dorian mode. The first measure begins with the finalis G and leaps up to the
cofinalis D which is common for the authentic modes. The G finalis is usually used for
the mixolydian mode, which is the seventh church mode, however in this case, based on
the intervallic structure which follows a dorian mode, La Rovattina represents an
example of a G dorian mode. Banchieri also places a B-flat in the key signature which
continues to underline the G dorian mode.
The first section is 11 measures long, and ends with a full D major triad. The
second section is also 11 measures in length and continues the concept of loose imitation
in the voices. Banchieri draws attention to the cadence in measure 22 by unifying the
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rhythm of all four voices beginning in the third beat of measure 19 until the downbeat of
measure 22 (Example 2.2).
Example 2.2. Banchieri, La Rovattina No.1, mm. 19-20, voices joining in rhythmic
unison.

Banchieri indicates that measures 11-22 should be repeated, and the third section,
beginning in measure 23, is a brief recapitulation of the opening material. Like the
beginning of the piece, the canto voice is the first to restate the opening motif and is
roughly the same length as the first two sections, (the last section is ten measures) and
ends on a deliberate G major chord .
L’Ardina (No. 2) is also in ternary form, but is slightly more unique due to the
inclusion of alterations between meters of 2/4 and 4/4. The canto opens with a steady
rhythmic motif (Example 2.3).
Example 2.3 Banchieri, L’Ardina No.2, m. 1, canto part.

This motif is distributed among the alto, tenore, and basso respectively. It appears twice
more during this “A” section, but the canto voice is the most soloistic line beginning in
measure 8, and leads the rest of the voices to the cadence at the end of measure 10. This
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is a 2/4 measure which is inserted to “round-off” the tied quarter note from the canto line,
and the other three voices cadence on a held D major chord.
The “B” section is also ten measures in length, and as he indicated in La
Rovattina, Banchieri repeats this section. The lively nature of the rhythm in this section,
which employs more sixteenth notes and more intricate counterpoint than La Rovattina,
makes this “B” section an interesting contrast to the “A” section. Banchieri uses the
same technique of approaching the cadence in measure 20 with unified rhythm in all
voices beginning at the end of measure 17. This rhythmic unison creates a heightened
anticipation of the cadence which either repeats to the material in measure 11 or
continues on in measure 21. Either way, Banchieri brings all four voices into a very close
range of each other and the result is a powerful blend of homogenous texture.
In measure 21 there is a return of the “A” section where the canto line restates the
melody, and this time the alto, tenore, and basso hold the pitches G and D (finalis, and
cofinalis). These voices deepen the texture in contrast to the bare entrance of the canto in
the opening measure. Beginning in measure 23, Banchieri’s use of F-sharps strongly
guides our sense that this canzona ends on a G major triad. The four voices cadence
within one octave, which will prove to be a characteristic feature of these canzoni. The
canto voice sustains the drone G for the remaining three measures while the lower three
voices finish with a quasi heterophonic eighth note passage that ends on a bright G major
chord.
La Galluppa revista (No.3) is the shortest canzona and begins with his signature
style of having the voices enter in imitation. The dotted rhythm in the canto voice
followed by the syncopated rhythm in the alto voice suggest a very lively tempo
(Example 2.4).
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Example 2.4 Banchieri, La Galluppa revista No. 3, mm. 1-2, dotted rhythm.

Like many of the canzoni in this collection, the phrasing is irregular largely due to the
imitative nature of the part writing. Also, this canzona follows the same compositional
structure as the previous two canzoni and can be considered as written in the G dorian
mode. The main melodic material is presented by the canto voice and it emphasizes the
finalis-cofinalis relationship (tonic to dominant), G with a melodic and rhythmic
embellishment moving to D. Both the canto voice and the tenore voice present an
identical theme an octave apart, while the alto and basso voices present identical melodic
material starting on the cofinalis.
Measures 10-12 represent a clear example of the inconsistent use of E-flat that
gives this piece a more modal flavor since it does not establish a clear G minor tonality
(Example 2.5).
Example 2.5 Banchieri, La Galluppa revista No. 3, mm. 9-10, E-flat usage.

The sudden meter change in measure 18 is intended to reiterate the concept of finaliscofinalis relationship. It reinforces the D major chord, and it functions as a half cadence
which precedes the last section of the piece.
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La Rusitica (No. 4) is much longer than No. 3 and continues with Banchieri’s
quasi-imitative style. On the surface, this canzona maintains a very light and simple
texture, and the four voices are equal in their difficulty and importance.
The first section begins with the alto voice using the trademark opening (as seen
in canzona No. 1) of a quarter note followed by two eighth notes in repeated notes
(Example 2.6).
Example 2.6 Banchieri, La Rustica No. 4, mm. 1, dactylic opening motive.

This opening statement is rather short, and by measure 9, all four voices have
entered and Banchieri wrote this canzona to generally follow the F ionian mode. By
measure 10, the second subject area, which is a variation of the first motivic idea, is
introduced in the canto voice beginning with a quarter note G followed by two G eighth
notes. The alto and basso voices imitate this new theme beginning on G, and the tenore
voice enters a fifth above. Banchieri makes use of an E-flat in the alto and basso voices
beginning in measure 14, and continues using E-flat throughout this middle section. He
does, however, insert other E-naturals throughout measures 18-30, and then maintains Enaturals until the final cadence in measure 43.
There is a brief restatement of the second theme beginning in measure 22, after a
two-four measure (measure 21) that could be considered a V-I cadence, a C major chord
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moving to an F major chord. The restatement of the opening theme begins in measure 32
and Banchieri writes a quasi-coda in measure 38 that lasts for two measures. He uses the
same closing technique from canzoni No. 2 and 3 with the held drone, this time on F,
while the bottom three voices end with a plagal cadence.
La Pomponazza (No. 5) is the longest of the canzoni and opens with simple
imitative counterpoint starting in the canto voice down to the basso voice. There is
imitative counterpoint distributed among all four voices, and the range never extends past
first position on the viola A string. The character of this canzona is livelier than the
previous ones partially due to the absence of a downbeat in all four voices and the
consistent use of syncopation. In measure 11, Banchieri begins the second theme in the
canto voice based on the opening melody from measure 1 (Example 2.7).
Example 2.7 Banchieri, La Pomponazza No. 5, m. 1 and m. 11 comparison.

The canzona continues with this slightly varied melody and Banchieri’s use of F-sharps
function as leading tones for moments of a G major tonality.
The third section begins in measure 25 with the canto and tenore voices moving
in almost perfect parallel sixth sixteenth notes while the alto and basso voices accompany
them in octave quarter notes. This is a striking contrast in comparison to the first two
themes considering the use of perfect voice pairings and clear absence of syncopation
(Example 2.8).
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Example 2.8 Banchieri, La Pomponazza No. 5, mm. 25-26, third theme.

In measure 30 there is a return of the opening theme followed by a brief return of the
second theme in measure 35. There is consistent use of F-sharp until measure 45 along
with a sustained G drone in the canto voice for the final three measures, but in the final
three measures, Banchieri returns to the use of F-naturals and ends with another plagal
cadence in the final measure.
L’Alcenagina (No. 6) is the same length as No. 5 but has an overall more relaxed
and somber feel due to the extended held notes (sometimes for an entire measure) and
thicker imitative counterpoint. Expectedly, the canzona begins with the canto voice and
continues with entrances moving downwards in voices. This is the first canzona to
feature the higher register of the canto voice in comparison to the lower three voices
(Example 2.9).
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Example 2.9 Banchieri, L’Alcenagina No. 6, mm. 9-10, canto register.

The canzona opens with the dactylic opening that was also used in No. 1 and No. 4. The
phrasing continues to be rather irregular due to Banchieri’s imitative part writing.
One of the most interesting moments in this canzona occurs in measures 12-14.
The canto voice in measure 12 begins the second theme based on the opening melody,
but this time the melody is found in three equal eighth notes while the basso voice enters
with the exact opening theme down one octave (Example 2.10).
Example 2.10 Banchieri, L’Alcenagina No. 6, mm. 12-14, second theme.

The rest of the canzona is based on these two main themes with the bottom three voices
providing equal statements allowing the canto voice to interject a descant feel to the
piece.
A textural change occurs in measure 31 with the three top voices uniting in
rhythmic unison providing a sense of order to the piece in the midst of overlapping
counterpoint. The tonal center of the canzona is less clearly defined than some of the
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previous canzoni. There are important cadences on A and D chords, but the A chords can
be heard as half cadences and those on D as final. Like the previous canzoni, there is a
coda with a plagal cadence to end the piece.
La Guamina (No. 7) is similar to the first two canzoni in the overall structure. It
begins with a brief ten measure opening theme and its tonal center is A. The mode could
be considered aeolian, but Banchieri shifts tonalities and when the repeated middle
section (resembling the compositional form in No. 1 and No. 2) begins, the writing
appears to be in D. Measure 11 unites all four voices in a rhythmic unison for the first
two beats, a compositional trait that Banchieri seems to use to start a fresh phrase before
continuing with his quasi fugal writing (Example 2.11).
Example 2.11 Banchieri, La Guamina No. 7, mm. 11, rhythmic unison.

Beginning in measure 16, Banchieri writes an extended sixteenth note passage in the alto
voice that is answered by the canto voice two measures later. This is the most florid
passage in the canzona, and when the recapitulation begins in measure 27, the music
becomes much lighter in texture and ends with A being the tonal center before the final
plagal cadence.
La Banchierina (No. 8) opens with the dactylic opening as seen in Nos. 1, 4, and
6. This canzona is written in the C mixolydian mode, but still makes use of accidental Bnatural leading tones, F-sharp leading tones to the dominant (double leading tone
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cadence) confirming the tendency towards the transition to minor tonality. The canto
part is voiced in a slightly upper register similar as seen in No. 7, and the rhythmic
activity of the movement suggests a lively interpretation of the piece (Example 2.12).
Example 2.12 Banchieri, La Banchierina No. 8, mm. 1-4, opening theme.

The second theme begins in measure 13, and the lower three voices play in a slightly
higher register, especially the basso voice, which is voiced where the tenore voice has
typically been placed. The four voices continue to interact with light, contrapuntal
writing and at the return of the first theme in measure 28, is a noticeable contrast due to
the bottom two voices dropping out for two measures. The familiar technique of having
the canto voice hold a C drone is employed while the lower three voices end with a
plagal cadence.
La Camerina (No. 9) is another canzona written in the G dorian mode and is
much lighter in texture than previous canzoni. There is much less syncopation among the
voices and it is striking how equally voiced all of the parts are. The first theme employs
contrapuntal writing and by measures 3 and 4 when all voices have entered, all four parts
are within a rather small range of two octaves (Example 2.13).
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Example 2.13 Banchieri, La Camerina No. 9, mm. 3-4, two octave range.

This concept of the four voices acting as a well-balanced unit continues into the second
theme. Beginning in measure 9, Banchieri writes a continuous line of sixteenth notes that
is distributed in one measure increments until measure 19 (Example 2.14).
Example 2.14 Banchieri, La Camerina No. 9, mm. 9-11, continuous sixteenth notes.

The change of meter in measure 19 marks the brief return of the opening theme.
Banchieri returns to continuous sixteenth notes equally distributed among the parts in
measure 28 which clearly defines the two contrasting themes of this canzona. The last
four measures incorporate elements of both themes before closing on a G major chord.
La Feliciana (No. 10) is unique in that it begins chordally with all four voices
stating Banchieri’s popular dactylic opening gesture once again in G dorian (Example
2.15).
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Example 2.15 Banchieri, La Feliciana No. 10, m. 1, chordal opening.

This is another canzona that uses a slightly higher canto voice. In the first theme, the
canto voice is noticeably more active than the other voices. Beginning in measure 13,
and again in measures 20 and 21, Banchieri attempts to return to the bold quality derived
from his chordal passages, however, he never fully establishes all four voices moving in
rhythmic unison. Measure 24 marks an interesting development into balanced voice
pairings and a simpler texture in the music (Example 2.16).
Example 2.16 Banchieri, La Feliciana No. 10, mm. 24-25, voice pairing.

In measure 31 Banchieri resumes his technique from the previous canzona of having a
continuous stream of running sixteenth notes divided among the four voices until he
finally concludes with a plagal cadence and a simple G major chord.
La Organistina bella (No. 11) is perhaps the most striking of the eleven canzoni
due to Banchieri’s inclusion of dynamics. This is another G dorian canzona opening with
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a dactylic rhythm in the canto voice, but the most striking feature of this canzona occurs
in measure 11. Not only does Banchieri indicate forte and piano dynamics, but he creates
an appealing contrast by bringing all four voices within a smaller range than that of the
first theme and keeping the voices in rhythmic unison in the repeated passage from
measures 14-23 (Example 2.17).
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Example 2.17 Banchieri, La Organistina bella No. 12, mm. 14-23, rhythmic
unison/dynamics.

The brief recapitulation is marked forte until the end of the piece where the lower three
voices end in almost perfect rhythmic unison supported by the canto’s G drone. The
simple structure of and contrasting themes of this canzona are even more highlighted by
the notated dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3
SINGING ON THE VIOLA: LEARNING LYRICAL PLAYING THROUGH
VIOLA ENSEMBLE IN BANCHIERI’S CANZONI ALLA FRANCESE A
QUATTRO voci per sonare
As a violist, I consider Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla Francese a Quattro voci per
sonare to be an exciting contribution to our ensemble repertoire because this collection is
pleasing to listen to and rewarding to practice and perform. It can also be used as a
technical tool to assist teachers when addressing various technical aspects. The canzoni
can be extremely advantageous for students learning to play in a viola ensemble. These
transcriptions allow young violists to be put in roles he/she is not used to assuming which
strengthens violists as musicians.
Very often, student violists are first exposed to ensemble pieces in a youth
orchestra or a string ensemble. They have worked with a private teacher and have been
encouraged as a next step, to participate in a youth symphony. If they are invited to
further participate in an advanced ensemble, it is often times a chamber ensemble. For
many student violists, performing and rehearsing as a viola section can be a novel and
rewarding experience. It is in my opinion that there are a multitude of advantages and
skills that can be gleaned from violists working together in an intimate and chamber
music setting. Most notably, it strenghthens the viola section and allows individuals to
gain experience playing both a solo line and a bass line. The viola transcription of
Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla Francese per Quattro voice per sonare provide these important
opportunities.
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The Viola Transcription
My intent for these transcriptions has always remained true to my belief that the
final product should maintain their original integrity and remain true to what Banchieri
was trying to express. All eleven canzoni have been arranged for a four part viola
ensemble in open score format, and I believe the range of the canzoni fits perfectly within
a viola quartet. A four part viola ensemble has the possibility to explore the full range of
the instrument. Very often the role of the viola is one of a lyric instrument, and the vocal
nature of these canzoni can be further highlighted by this ensemble. Using instruments as
substitutes for vocal parts or even doubling was a long-standing practice in the sixteenth
century. In this transcription, I have allowed the natural tessitura of the vocal lines
(canto, alto, tenore, and basso) to remain intact whenever possible when I transcribed all
four voices. The exception being the need to bring the basso voice up an octave
whenever the writing drops below a middle C (the open C string on a viola) in order to
allow it to be performed on a viola. I believe this necessary alteration does not in any
way diminish the original mood and character of the original works. On the contrary, I
believe the viola ensemble further enhances the lyrical nature of the canzoni. La
Camerina (No. 9) is a good example of this. Beginning in measure 12 through measure
19, the four voices cover a three octave range and equally trade off a running sixteenth
note passage that allows each individual voice to shine in their appropriate register
(Example 3.1).
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Example 3.1 Banchieri, La Camerina No. 9, mm. 12-19, equally balanced parts.

The transcribed piece is very similar across the voices in the use of ties, rhythmic
notation and register. This permits the ensemble to preserve the quality and musicality of
the canzona while effectively performing it on the viola.
As opposed to the open quality of La Camerina No. 9, L’Ardina (No. 2)
highlights the lyrical and sympathetic tonality of the viola ensemble by maintaining a
relatively narrow vocal range. Measures 13-16 are an example of the closeness of the
register between the four voices (Example 3.2).
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Example 3.2 Banchieri, L’Ardina No. 2, mm. 13-16, close range.

The four voices never exceed two octaves and the players can perform comfortable
passage work in the first position with all four of the viola’s open strings being actively
utilized. It is the responsibility of the ensemble to agree upon a desired performance
tempo and to be sensitive to the thickness of the open C strings and the slower
responsiveness of the viola (as opposed to a violin). With proper execution, the rich tone
quality and expressive entrances of the motive can be quite dramatic.
The canzoni have been transcribed to showcase the distinctive qualities of the
viola especially when partnered in a viola quartet. Sometimes, the expressive nature is
expanded and open, while other times it is compact and dense. The result is a tonal
palette that is unique to this ensemble and does not attempt to replicate a traditional string
quartet or even brass ensemble. My goal has been to maintain the essence of the original
work through expressive viola playing.
Teaching from the Canzoni
Maintaining the use of the Alto Clef
The first consideration for performing and working from these canzoni is whether
the range is appropriate for the instrument. I have ensured that the register will never
drop below the open C string, and that any musical lines exceeding first position on the A
string will be written in the traditional alto clef. This method allows the teacher to work
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with his/her students and ensure that they master the proper technique used to move
higher up the fingerboard. I also believe leaving the music in alto clef provides multiple
fingering possibilities to explore while maintaining the open quality of the music. I
intend for the teacher and student to interpret the rise in register to merely be an
expressive “opening up” of the music and to apply appropriate fingerings. One such
example is the final three measures of La Guamina (No. 7) (Example 3.3).
Example 3.3 Banchieri, La Guamina No. 7, mm. 31-33, canto voice.

The canto voice is shown as rising above the lower three voices in an especially
expressive nature and I believe the delicacy of this moment is preserved by staying in the
original clef.
Another such example is from L’Alcenagina (No. 6) in the canto voice beginning
in measure 37 (example 3.4).
Example 3.4 Banchieri, L’Alcenagina No. 6, mm. 35-39, canto voice.
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A natural solution to perform this passage would be to begin in third position. The F
natural can also be reached by beginning the passage in second position, and a student
ready to explore these fingerings would most likely benefit from having passages like this
written in alto clef. I also believe that students will benefit from rehearsing together and
having all four parts written in the alto clef. I want the students to always remember it is
of the utmost importance to continue to sing and blend in the ensemble, and I intend to
eliminate any excessive factor that could hinder their progress.
Importance of Ensembles for Developing Violists
Performing in and rehearsing with ensembles is crucial for the development of
young violists. Participating in ensembles develops necessary practice and rehearsal
techniques along with essential playing techniques. Including Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla
Francese per Quattro voice per sonare not only heightens their awareness of music from
this specific time period, it increases the repertoire available for this combination of
instruments.
I provide these transcriptions for teachers to work with their students in learning
to play independently along with playing together, learning to adjust intonation and
learning to adjust balance. All are important skills that can be gleaned from playing in an
ensemble with the common goal of using the viola as their vessel for lyrical and
expressive musical development.
Teaching the Canzoni in Order of Difficulty
When I transcribed the canzoni for viola ensemble, I left the edition in numerical
order from one to eleven. While none of the eleven canzoni are significantly more
difficult than the others, there are elements that can be taken into consideration to place
them higher in levels of difficulty. My overall goal is to provide transcriptions for
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violists to maintain the lyrical quality of their instrument and of the pieces, all the while
developing any technical skills that may be derived from the canzoni. I imagine the final
result to be cleanly executed passages that are enhanced by the sympathetic musicianship
of lyrically trained violists.
Generally, I have placed the eleven canzoni into three main levels. Level one
would contain Nos. 4, 2, 1, 3. Level two would include Nos. 5, and 11. The final level,
level three, would consist of Nos. 9, 10, 6, 7, 8. Naturally, this is an incredibly subjective
grouping of the canzoni, and it is my desire for other teachers to pick and choose from the
various canzoni when looking to pair a canzona alongside various etudes, and repertoire
in order to address technical and musical skills in their students.
La Rustica (No. 4) is a very good choice for an introduction into Banchieri’s
canzoni because it opens with the dactylic opening that was seen in so many of the
canzoni, and the rhythm, range of notes, and simple texture make this a good canzona to
begin with. Within the first four measures all four parts have entered imitating the simple
opening theme (Example 3.5).
Example 3.5 Banchieri, La Rustica No. 4 mm. 1-4, opening theme

The canto and tenore enter on a C natural and the alto and the basso enter on an F natural
which allows the ensemble to practice and address the issues of matching their tone, bow
stroke and intonation particularly perfect octaves and fifths.
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L’Ardina (No. 2) contains a passage between measures 17-20 that clearly
illustrates the need for lyrical playing from the ensemble (Example 3.6).
Example 3.6 Banchieri, L’Ardina No. 2 mm. 17-20, chordal passage.

Due to the chordal part-writing of the passage, the ensemble needs to experiment with the
stated purpose of matching tone, bow stroke, and intonation, but equally important will
be their decisions for articulation in this passage. As in all of the eleven canzoni, it is my
desire for the instructors and students to experiment with various bowings and choose the
most appropriate option for their ensemble. I envision their choice in articulation to be
the one that best allows all four voices to beautifully execute the musical passage after
they have spent time determining which bowings best suit their skill level in their
ensemble.
My second level of difficulty contains Nos. 5 and 11. I believe that teachers will
be able to gravitate towards these two canzoni as an integration of previously mastered
techniques from the level one canzoni while they are acquiring new skills.
La Pomponazza (No. 5) is slightly longer than the canzoni in level one, but the
more advanced aspect of this canzona is working through the irregular phrases of this
canzona. Teachers will be able to guide their students in rehearsing smaller sections
while continuing to help them map out larger phrases and important cadences,
articulations, dynamics and sound quality. Measures 25-30 offer an excellent opportunity
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for students to aim for a special color or sound as an ensemble due to its straightforward
phrasing and voice pairing (Example 3.7).
Example 3.7 Banchieri, La Pomponazza No. 5 mm. 25-30, clear phrase

They have developed skills for working in voice pairings from the level one canzoni,
along with intonation and matching bow strokes, and this phrase allows them draw upon
these skills and perhaps rework them or take them to a more sophisticated level.
On first glance, La Organistina bella (No. 11) could be considered a level one
canzona, but I prefer to place it in the level two category because I would like the
students to approach this piece with taste and refinement. I am referring to the passages
that are specifically marked as forte and piano by Banchieri himself. This canzona opens
with the conventional imitation of the voices starting from highest to lowest, and I would
like for them to experiment with bow strokes that they felt worked from previous canzoni
(mostly hooked bowings and detaché) and then address other issues such as bow
placement and slurs. When they reach the repeated middle section, measures 14-23, I
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believe they will be more open to discussions on what type of forte and piano they would
like to communicate to the listener and how they will work to achieve those special
sounds (Example 3.8).
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Example 3.8 Banchieri, La Organistina bella No. 11 mm. 14-23, dynamics.

My intention is for students to begin to develop the intricacies that are involved in
changing a dynamic. I envision them reflecting on and discussing what specifically they
are doing to their bow arms to change the weight on the string, where are they placing
their bow, how can they match with their group members?
Separating Right and Left Hand Technique
When students are given level three canzoni I believe the purpose will be to begin
to lay a foundation for more advanced ensemble playing by continuing to promote
independence of parts. This group of canzoni can be used to develop skills required for
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approaching lengthier pieces. I also believe these to be the best canzoni for separating
right and left hand technique. At this level, the students have an exceptional opportunity
to apply these canzoni to the development of their viola playing, and to realize the
freedom they can experience in their playing by practicing their right and left hand
technique. In these canzoni, violists experience complex technique with both hands
performing an entirely dissimilar motion from the other; it will be very constructive to
practice a section concentrating on only one hand. I want them to “sing” on their viola
and to use each other to develop their natural lyricism. Careful attention to right and left
hand technique will help in this process, and by isolating one hand, the students will be
able to focus and develop the techniques of that particular hand.
A good example of left hand technique is a passage in La Guamina (No. 7)
measures 6-10 (Example 3.9).
Example 3.9 Banchieri, La Guamina No. 7 mm. 6-10, left hand technique.

Violists, particularly the two playing the canto and basso parts, can use passages like this
to practice intonation, left hand position, and rhythm first alone and then with the
ensemble.
I would also stress slow practice of a passage using a long note value instead of
the written rhythm, and maintaining this until the end of a passage. Practicing in this
manner will certainly be effective and improve a situation where there is a difficult
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fingering combination such as the canto part in La Camerina (No. 9) measures 12-17
(Example 3.10).
Example 3.10 Banchieri, La Camerina No. 9 mm. 12-17, left hand technique.

It is clear that this violist needs to continue the running sixteenth note passage without
any weakness in the left hand technique. The higher passage work should be practiced
with a very free and open approach because the canto voices needs to float above the
other voices in a performance setting.
There are areas where violists can apply elements of right hand technique practice
in these canzoni as well. Measures 13-17 in La Feliciana (No. 10) would be an
appropriate passage to rehearse (Example 3.11).
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Example 3.11 Banchieri, La Feliciana No 10 mm. 13-17, right hand technique.

The rhythms are quirky and energetic, and students need to be able to address where the
best place to execute desired bow strokes will be. I imagine that students will work with
their teachers to prepare proper bow strokes and articulations, and determine the most
appropriate divisions of the bow.

I believe students could use passages like this to

practice the various rhythms of the canzona all the way through on a single pitch (open
string or a fingered note). Mostly likely students will be working on right hand
techniques such as tone, rhythm, bow division/bowing and bow arm.
I also intend for students to use passages like measures 1-7 of La Banchierina
(No. 8) to practice other right hand techniques (Example 3.12).
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Example 3.12 Banchieri La Banchierina No. 8 mm. 1-7, right hand technique.

In this passage students would be able to apply the right hand technique of playing the
passage using only their open strings. This allows them the freedom to concentrate only
on what the bow arm needs to do. The rehearsal technique is that any note that is played
on the A string will be practiced as open A and any note that is played on the D string
will be played as an open D and so on. Students will be able to focus on rhythm, string
crossings, bow division/bowing, and bow arm.
Musical Development
I believe that exposing young violists to these Canzoni Alla Francese a Quattro
voci per sonare not only aids in sharpening their skills in ensemble playing and proper
viola technique, but I believe it will make them better musicians by gaining all of the
benefits that these transcriptions provide. My hope is for violists to use these
transcriptions as new pieces that allow them to capitalize on the unique blend and sound
that a viola quartet provides. Working on technical aspects of ensemble playing is
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essential and necessary, but the true beauty and ambition of these transcriptions are to
teach the students to “sing” on the viola, and to experience the richness of tone and
lyricism that they have the opportunity to create.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Champions of the viola such as William Primrose (1904-1982), Lionel Tertis
(1876-1975), and Paul Hindemith (1895-1963) not only elevated the status of our
instrument as a beautiful and dynamic solo instrument; they also contributed to our ever
changing repertoire by composing significant new works, editing and arranging existing
works, and commissioning important pieces that remain cherished in our viola repertoire.
As a viola performer and teacher, I delight in performing and teaching from the standard
repertoire. At the same time, I also actively look for new works that enhance our existing
literature, and provide opportunities for violists to perform together.
My favorite moments in my own private lessons have always been hearing the
warm, rich and lyrical playing of my professor and then being invited to play along with
him. It is not simple for me to describe the process of trying to connect with another
person’s sound and endeavoring to match, support, or enhance the tonal outcome. I
believe that my years of studying with Professor Lenny Schranze will remain my most
valued and significant years during my development as a violist, but I also recognize
them to be my foundation and core for my own teaching pursuits.
It was with Professor Schranze’s ever-present urgings for me to “sing” on my
viola during my lessons and performances that I was led to the topic of this dissertation.
It has been inspiring for me transcribing Adriano Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla Francese a
quattro voci per sonare into a four part viola ensemble that can be used to teach richness
of tone, lyrical playing, and proper technical execution. I envision these transcriptions to
be used by teachers in conjunction with solo repertoire and etudes, and also as an
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introduction to chamber music. These pieces will provide a rewarding opportunity for
students to explore this new genre in the presence of fellow violists.
In the early stages of this DMA document, I was urged by committee members to
search for music earlier than my favorite composer, Johann Sebastian Bach. Finding
early pieces that could be transcribed for a viola ensemble would instill interest among
teachers and students by renewing forgotten music. I began working with the idea of
transcribing music intended for a small ensemble.
When I discovered the Canzoni Alla Francese of Adriano Banchieri, I was
immediately drawn to the composer’s indication a quattro voci per sonare. I felt this
would be an ideal instrumentation to base this project on, as it would be a significant
contribution to our ensemble repertoire. Professor Schranze shared my enthusiasm for
the undertaking of this project, and encouraged me to see it through to completion.
I have recorded myself playing single lines, and also as a playback where I have
previously recorded three lines and I play the fourth part. I have also played through the
pieces with other violists. It is during these experiences that my colleagues and I are
aware of the simple beauty of these canzoni, and how naturally they lend themselves to
be transcribed for viola ensemble.
With these transcriptions, teachers will have a new resource to provide for their
students when discussing or comparing repertoire from specific historical periods. I hope
young violists will aspire to broaden their knowledge of music history. It is even possible
that these transcriptions will inspire students to gain an interest in historical performance
practice and attempt to perform these canzoni based on similar ensemble recordings of
the same time period.
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While I have provided these canzoni as a non-scholarly edition in the hopes that
they will supplement and enhance the repertoire used in any viola studio and most likely
viola recitals, it is only upon my completion of this project that I have become entirely
aware of my enthusiasm for having these transcriptions serve as a step towards increasing
the visibility of music written for viola ensembles.
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Adriano Banchieri
(1568-1634)

Adriano Banchieri’s Canzoni Alla Francese a quattro voci per sonare

transcribed for viola ensemble
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Canzon prima: La Rovattina
Canzon seconda: L’Ardina
Canzon terza: La Galluppa revista
Canzon quarta: La Rustica, sopra Vitam eternam
Canzon quinta: La Pomponazza
Canzon sesta: L’Alcenagina, sopra Vestiva I colli
Canzon settima: La Guamina, di Gioseffo Guami
Canzon ottava: La Banchierina
Canzon nona: La Camerina, sopra Veni delecte mi
Canzon decimal: La Feliciana
Canzon undecima: La Organistina bella, in echo
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